
              
              
  

Thank you very much for choosing upTOP™ overland for your adventure gear. We know you 
are excited to get this thing on the north end of your rig but PLEASE take a few minutes to read 
through this instruction manual and familiarize yourself with the parts, our terminology and the 
hardware assortment. If at any point you are uncomfortable performing this installation on your 
own go to a professional installation center and have them perform the installation. 

Tools Required: 

5mm Allen wrench 
13mm Open End or Ratchet Wrench 
Thread locker (Blue NOT Red) 

Contents: 
(2) Bike Rack Mount Fixtures 
(1) Bag of Hardware 

The bike rack attachment is designed to account for the angle of TRUSS legs and provide an 
extended, level anchor point for bicycle mounts. Physical bicycle mounts ARE NOT INCLUDED 
with this accessory. This system is only compatible with upTOP™ TRUSS bed rack systems 
and cannot/should not be used on roof rack products.  

Attachments will secure to the TRUSS legs using some of the same holes as your existing 
armor load panels are occupying. As a general rule of thumb you want them on the OUTER legs 
of the TRUSS system to provide a wide enough mounting platform for commercially available 
bike rack systems. Feel free to reach out if you need a recommendation on compatible/
reputable bike rack mounts. 
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Installation 

The diagram above shows the orientation/hole alignment for the bike mount attachments to a TRUSS 
leg. The product shown is the mid-height TRUSS leg but the hole alignment would be the same for all 
variations of TRUSS products. Additionally the hole spacing is identical from center to center along the 
legs and even though it is being shown here in the lower position it is possible to mount the attachments 
to any two (2) vertical hole positions along a TRUSS leg. 

Start by removing the armor attachment hardware. You will not be re-using these bolts. Align the 
attachment to the truss leg and thread the bolt through the attachment and into the TRUSS leg starting 
with the part of the attachment that will rest on the armor. On the back side of the TRUSS leg add the 
fender washer and Flange nut. Apply blue thread locker to the threads of the fastener and tighten with a 
5mm Allen wrench for the bolt head and a 13mm wrench on the flange nut.  

The second hole will require the aluminum spacer (provided) to account for the lack of armor in between 
the attachment and the TRUSS leg. Thread the second bolt through the attachment, then through the 
spacer and finally the TRUSS leg. On the back side of the TRUSS leg add the second fender washer 
and flange nut again applying blue thread locker to the threads of the fastener and fully tighten using the 
same tools. 

Repeat the process for the additional attachment. Secure your bike rack mount (hardware not provided 
due to variations in hardware size varying by manufacturer) to the attachments. 

Periodically check the attachments, bike rack, TRUSS legs and all associated hardware for wear, loose 
fasteners. If you need replacement hardware at any time please give us a call and we will provide. 


